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Christmas Ornaments Part II 
 

 
 
 
Mrs. Claus 
 
Make Mrs’s head using basic head pattern and yarn in skin color of your choice. 
In addition to the head make hat with hair features and your Mrs.Claus will be done in 
no time 
 
Mrs. Claus’s Hat 
With red yarn 
Sc6 in magic ring 
R1 inc6 (12 sts) 
R2 *inc1, sc1* x6 (18 sts) 
R3 *inc1, sc2* x6 (24 sts) 
R4 *inc1, sc3* x6 (30 sts) 
R5 *inc1, sc4* x6 (36 sts) 
R6 *inc1, sc5* x6 (42 sts) 
R7 *inc1, sc6* x6 (48 sts) 
R8 *inc1, sc7* x6 (54 sts) 
R9 *inc1, sc8* x6 (60 sts) 
R10 *inc1, sc9* x6 (66 sts) 
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R11 sc to every second stitch (33 sts) 
R12 front looks only  ch2 (counts as 1st dc), dc to same st, 2dc in each stitch around, 
slip stitch last dc to first chain made, attach white yarn 
R13 ch2, slip stitch to next stitch, ch2, slip stitch to next…around 
Tie off hide ands 
 
Now add hair. We’ll add it to the hat, so once hat made, the had will be complete. 
 
To back loops of R12, attach white yarn. Through next 12 stitches make single 
crochets (this will make the front of the hat, right above eyes) 
The rest of the hat-hair make: ch8, slip stitch to next stitch, ch8, slip stitch… 
When reaching first sc made earlier, slip stitch, tie off leaving long end for sewing the 
hat to the head. 
Design face as snowman, or make Mrs Clous look the way you prefer. I used same 
facial features as ones used for Snowmen and Santas described in Christmas 
Ornaments post. 
 
Penguin ornament 
 
We will make same size basic head but this time will work in two colors. 
White and color of your choice for the penguin. 
 
Before we start, for those that don’t know how to change colors, let me say a word or 
two. 
Whenver I will write “change color” – will count as one sc.  
To change color, you will work with working color. Pull the yarn through the stitch, 
yarn over with the working color yarn, pull it through the loop. Having two loops on 
the hook! 
To finish the stitch, now change the color; yarn over new color yarn, and pull through 
both loops on the hook. Stitch is finished, yarn is changed. 
Simple as this! 
 
Start with white yarn 
Sc 6 in magic ring 
R1 inc6 (12 sts) 
R2 *inc1, sc1* x6 (18 sts) 
R3 *inc1, sc2* x6 (24 sts) 
R4 *inc1, sc3* x6 (30 sts) 
R5 *inc1, sc4* x6 (36 sts) 
R6 *inc1, sc5* x6 (42 sts) 
R7 sc13 sts, change color, sc27, change color (42 sts) 
R8 sc5, change color, sc1, change color, sc5, change color, sc27, change color 
R9 repeat R8 
R10 sc5, change color, sc1, change color, sc5, change coolor, sc28 
R11 change color, sc3, change color, cs3, change color, sc3, change color sc29 
From this round working with not white color only 
R12 *dec1, sc5* x6 (36 sts) 
R13 *dec1, sc4* x6 (30 sts) 
R14 *dec1, sc3* x6 (24 sts) 
R15 *dec1, sc2* x6 (18 sts) 
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Stuff head nice and firm 
R16 *dec1, sc1* x6 (12 sts) 
Add more stuffing if needed 
R17 dec6 (6 sts) 
Tie off leaving long end for sewing (closing) the last round nicely. Hide ends. 
 
 
Tiny hat 
With red yarn 
Sc 6 in magic ring 
R1 sc6 
R2 *inc1, sc2* x2 (8 sts) 
R3 *inc1, sc3* x2 (10 sts) 
R4 *inc1, sc4* x2 (12 sts) 
R5 *inc1, sc5* x2 (14 sts) 
R6 *inc1, sc6* x2 (16 sts) 
R7 *inc1, scx7* x2 (18 sts) 
R8 *inc1, sc8* x2 (20 sts) 
R9 reverse or crab stitch around 
Tie off leaving long end for sewing the hat on the head (or if you prefer gluing, glue 
the hat on). 
 
Pompom on top of the hat.  
Made 1 cm wide pompom.  
I made mine wrapping yarn over my index finger 20 times. Cut the yarn, threaded the 
needle, sewed and tightened the middle of pompom. Trimmed it and made it nice and 
round. Sewed it on top of the hat! 
 
Beak 
With yellow or orange yarn 
Sc6 in magic ring 
R1 *inc1, sc1* x3 (9 sts) 
R2 *inc1, sc2* x3 (12 sts) 
Tie off and sew the beak on the head, right beneath and in the middle of eye section. 
 
Place eyes (I painted mine) in the centers of white section, little bit over beak level 
(one row upper). 

 


